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suffolk county historical society's "Pickle book"

left: CCAHA National Endowment for the Arts Fellow Sigourney Smuts examines the scrapbook; right: Smuts and Mellon Fellow Emily Williams line a document

At CCAHA, we often find
that the stories behind
the objects we treat are
just as interesting as the
objects themselves.

Such was the case with a recent
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Sigourney Smuts treated the “pickle
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book” under the supervision of Senior

scrapbook of documents that was

Paper Conservator & Preservation

referred to as the “pickle book” due to

Consultant Jessica Silverman. They

its distinctive odor.

removed the documents from the sleeves
and surface cleaned them. Next, they
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on the documents, categorizing and
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enclosures alongside their 1960s-era
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When the scrapbook was brought to

The original documents were housed in
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enclosures were brittle and shrinking,

handling of the originals, preservation
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copies of the transcripts were produced
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vinegar odor that had helped the "pickle

mirroring the order of the scrapbook.

book" earn its nickname. Many of the
documents themselves were stained, and
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